organizations left out in the cold
by karl ohls
In the coming weeks UPS might be echoing with the sounds of car washes,
door to door soliciting, departmental budget juggling, button selling and other
•

competing fund raising activities.
A number of organizations that have received funds from ASB in the past
have suddenly found themselves cut out of the budget or with less money than
they expected.
Different organization leaders have told the TRAIL that they received no
official notice of the cuts, that news of them came as a surprise from second
hand sources.
This past school year the student senate budget committee revamped its
priority system. Given top priority for the available funds were in-house
accounts (office supplies, emergency student loans, refrigerators , etc ... ),
activities (dances, concerts, films, speakers, etc . / and media (the TRAIL,
Tamanawas and KUPS). Given low priority were organizations deemed
academically related, which made up most of those cut.
At a public finance committee meeting Monday, Becky White, ASS
Business Vice President, said that roughly $25,000 worth of requests had been
received for the remaining ASS funds. About $4,000 are being held in reserve.
Marian Snyder, co-editor of the annual student literary magazine
"Crosscurrents", asked for $1,000.
All summer, she said, "they (ASB officials) told us we'd get funds ...
exactly what they said was 'we'd work it out in the fall." Snyder said it was
"kind of a shock", when she learned last week that she wouldn't get any
money.
At the committee meeting White said "Crosscurrents" would not be
funded because of ASB's limited budget and that the Trail had a "Scrivens"
section for literary contributions. ASB has funded "Crosscurrents" in the past.
"It is my understanding that they will not fund us but will help us find
funds," said Snyder. Despite this setback she said that a "Crosscurrents" will
be published this year. "It's the only thing we have for the students to express
their creativity."
Noah Midamba, the President of the International Students Organization,
said he was "not mad that we got $500 (half of what was requested). 1 was
mad that nobody informed us."
"If we could get someone to reason up with us I'd be satisfied," he said.
Midamba said he wanted this coming April's International Festival to be
bigger than any held in past years. "No way could we have any bigger festival
for less than $500." As it is now Midamba said there would be no other
activities such as seminars and travel. "The activities we can do without using
money are very limited." He does plan some fund-raising.
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White said she had talked with Midamba about the budget several times
and that ASB's interest was in funding the International Festival, not other
ISO activities.
Leslie Gould, of the Feminist Students Union, said her organization had
asked for $1,500 last spring. The finance committee reviewed and
recommended $650. Gould said that after a finance committee meeting Sept.
15 they learned that had been further reduced to $350.
Gould was distressed that her group had no input into the committee while
the decision was being made. They didn't think they needed to make any. "We
didn't know what they disliked about our budget," she said. 'When there
should have been direct contact with the students there wasn't any."
Eileen Galt, a cheerleader, said the Rally Squad asked for

$500 and

expected to get either $1013 or $200. They didn't get anything.
"There were no official calls," she said. "No one's given us a reason."
"This might make it so some girls couldn't cheer basketball. The girls
couldn't afford it." Except for $100 raised from the pie throwing at - Freddie's
talent show most of the Rally Squad's expenses are paid out of the pockets of
the members, said Galt. They would do more fund raising, like selling buttons,
but "we don't have the time."
When tryouts were going on Galt said she told the other girls "we would
probably have to spend our own money, but I'd apply and see what happened.
And if that fell through we'd just be stuck."
John Hatcher, President of the roughly 200 member Student's
Occupational Therapy Association, (SOTA) said he was told straight out last
May that his organization did not meet the finance committee's new criteria,
that it was an academically related program with limited campus appeal.
"It's ASB's loss if they set criteria and don't go by that criteria," he said,
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bid for possible state aid
by paula plamondon

HJR 19, a legislative resolution proposing a
constitutional amendment allowing limited state aid to

services."
The Federal government now provides some

students attending non-public schools, will be on the

low-interest loans and grants as well as work-study

November general election ballot for voter approval and

opportunities to students of higher education, including

ratification. The proposed amendment was submitted
to the House of Representatives for their approval and

those in nonpublic institutions.
ASUPS has taken a stand in favor of the amendment.

recommendation for placement on the ballot by request

ASUPS Executive Vice President Michael Wiesmann

of Washington State Governor Daniel Evans. It is
sponsored by 46 members of the House of
Representatives, including Reps. Peggy Maxie
(chairperson, House Higher Education Committee) and
John Bagnariol (chairperson, House Ways and Means
Committee).
Amending article IX Section 4 of the Constitution, the
wording shall read: "Shall the Washington Constitution be
amended to permit governmental assistance for students
of all educational institutions limited by the Federal
Constitution?"
According to a statement by John L. O'Brien, Speaker
Pro Tempore of the House of Representatives, the
amendment "would not permit direct aid to nonpublic
schools and would only provide public assistance to
students to the degree already permitted by the Federal
Constitution. But it corrects a constitutional inconsistency,

stated:
"It's a thing we can make happen here if we want it
badly enough ... it involves reaching out to the Tacoma
community to let them know how expensive higher
education is."
The effect on UPS and other nonpublic college
students would be the potential availability of
state-sponsored low-interest tuition loan programs, now
prohibited by the state Supreme Court's interpretation of
the Constitution.
Rick Bender, state representative for the 1st district
and a UPS student, was one of the few representatives to
oppose HJR 19. He stated that he had serious reservations
about it because of the separation of church and state
issue.
In December of 1974, the Washington State Supreme
Court ruled that the function of a state agency, the

charging that Christian Fellowship and the debate team were two

giving Washington State the freedom to decide whether or

organizations that did not meet the guidelines yet received money.

Higher Education Assistance Authority, to make low

not to: (a) make low-interest tuition loans and grants

Hatcher said he asked for a couple hundred dollars. Not getting it "puts a

interest loans, was unconstitutional. Director of Financial

available to needy students attending nonpublic as well as

big cramp on our programs." SOTA's activities include seminars, instructional

Aid Lewis Dibble stated, 'With the tuition supplement,

public colleges and universities and (b) include students of

programs and helping handicapped people. "I hate to see students have to

before the Supreme Court's decis'on, (UPS) received

nonpublic elementary and secondary schools in limited

continued on page 2

but important services, such as health care, remedial help
for disadvantaged and handicapped children d other

$140,000 direct student aid (from the state), we are in
support" of the amendment.
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new physical therapy
school planned

by mike reed

The opening of a new school of Physical Therapy on the UPS campus is
planned for September '76, according to Shelby Clayson, head of the
Occupational Therapy school.
Search for a director of the new department is now underway, said Mrs.
Clayson, who will probably divide her services between OT and PT.
"We've received a

$145,000

grant from the Department of Health,

Education and Welfare under their Public Health Services Act."
"The money has been designated for remodeling existing facilities to meet
the needs of a Physical Therapy Department, for equipment, and for a salary
for the program's director and secretary. The two programs will be grouped under one heading, the School of
Occupational and Physical Therapy. An individual majoring in PT will spend
two years fulfilling general university requirements and specific prerequisites
such as chemistry and biology. The next two years will encompass the
'Professional Phase', where the student works in the PT department. In
addition, four to six months of internship will be required.
"The University of Washington and the University of Pacific in Oregon
have the only two Physical Therapy schools in a five-state area that includes
Washington, Oregon, Montana, Alaska and Idaho," explained Clayson.
"We've had over 60 inquiries since July from students interested in a
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From left: Secretary-Treasurer Dr. John English, President Ilona Herlinger, and Vice President Dr. Gary Peterson

physical therapy program at UPS.

"Nationally, there is only one slot for every ten people who apply for
physical therapy . The University of Washington has been getting 200

admire their newly received Phi Kappa Phi Charter.

applications a year to fill its 32 available positions, and the University of
Pacific can only handle 16. We will have 30 students a year for the forseeable

phi kappa phi holds meeting

future."
Physical therapy and occupational therapy are two completely different
fields, said Ms. Clayson. "Physical therapists work with a patient's strengths,
range of motion and coordination.

Members of Phi Kappa Phi Honor

1897 at the University of Maine in

Society held their first meeting of the

Orono. As an interdisciplinary

seniors who rank within the upper 10

academic year last Thursday,

honorary, members include students

percent of their class and UPS

upper 5 per cent of their class,

September 11th. As a business and

in the arts, sciences and technical

graduates who ranked in the upper

organizational meeting, student

fields. Spring 1975 marked the

percentiles of their graduating dasses.

members and faculty alumni-advisors

entrance of the UPS chapter into this

Also eligible are transfer students

chartered the course for a 'full year

national honorary, with 84 members

with second semester junior or senior

ahead.'

initiated into the new chapter. The

standing who have shown strong

UPS chapter is the second in the state

scholastic interest and achievement in

will soon have the opportunity to

President Ilona Herlinger, the

of Washington to be honored with a

their college work.

join a national organization of their

meeting began with a welcome of

charter.

Called to order by UPS Chapter

The center portion of Collins

Prospective

art teachers at UPS

particular interest.

"Through association with other

Library is now exhibiting the

students and faculty on the UPS

Honorary's insignia, pictures of last

School is sponsoring

calendar drawn up. Future business

campus," said Professor Ilona

spring's installation and initiation and

chapter of the National Art

The faculty of the UPS Art
a student

meetings will be at 4:00 Pm, October

Herlinger, "Phi Kappa Phi hopes to

Chapter information. For further

Education Association(NAEA). In

9, November 6 and December 11 in

make the love of learning a

information, please contact Dean

less than one third of the chartered

the McCormick Room of the Library.

contagious experience, covering all

John English — Office of the Dean of

universities across the nation, the

A social function is also planned each

disciplines at the University."

Students, or Professor Ilona Herlinger

NAEA chapters provide

— School of Music.

undergraduates a chance to be

Phi Kappa Phi was founded in

budget

continued from page 1

"They (ASB) helped last year. This year they decided not to," said Pierce

A new concept at U.P.S. this year

The BONS Lounge (former

that should be understood by every

Minority Lounge) has always been

$450

before for his

member of the student body, faculty,

open to all students, but this is again

and staff is UPS BONS. UPS stands

an invitation to all people interested

"Some students attend for course credit. They felt that any lectures for

for United People of Strength and

to come and respect each other and

course credit cannot receive student money," he said. Johnson has no

BONS stands for Black, Oriental,

to share themselves. The lounge is in

complaints about the decision. He said he was never notified about it and

Native American, and Spanish

the basement of the SUB.

found out when he inquired.

Speaking people who are "bonded"

The reason for this new idea can

together because by the virtue of

be understood better by these words

about the budget cut for Language House. "Nobody sent notice or contacted

their birth, they are born people of

spoken by Ms. Patton; "The

me by phone."

color.

Faith Forum, now called Intersection, program.

"I found out about it through the TRAIL," said Director Michael Rocchi

"I think we asked for $250," he said. The money was to be used for

University of Puget Sound is too

Carolyn Patton, assistant to the

much of a family, too intelligent, has

tutorial aid, community social events and films. Rocchi said they will now

President and BONS student advisor

too much talent, and too much pride

have a limited tutorial program.

initiated the whole new concept of

"There is no tie between language house and the language department," he

BONS for UPS. She feels very

stated, no funds are provided. "If I'd been asked (by the finance committee)

strongly that we should stop using

to defend it I could have explained it to them." Language house is actually

the word "minority" on campus. She

three UPS annex houses where groups of American students live,

commented, "Instead of attaching a

concentrating on learning a foreign language. Their social functiais are

stigma to anybody's birthright by

attended by many non-members, said Rocchi. "We'll survive. The students are

referring to them as 'minority'," I

pretty self-sufficient."

have chosen to try and implement

Janet DeVVonia co-chairman of Model United Nations, said her group had

BONS in order to make all people

been getting ASB money for the past two years to cover printing expenses,

able to assert their ethnic

work sessions, office supplies and travel to the yearly far western conference.

backgrounds in whatever way they

This year they asked for $560, the same amount they got last year. They were

please. The fact that we are all here

turned down this past spring.

together adds to making us a

"What we do now is go out and try to raise our own money," she said. "We
have to revert to car washes."

of the official NAEA journal. Any
UPS undergraduate(full or part time)
not actively involved in the teaching
of art is eligible for membership.
Professor Peggy Mayes will be
faculty sponsor of the group. The
first meeting will be Oct. 3 at 4 pm in
the Kittredge Hall Fireplace Room.

bons: new concept formed at ups

Johnson, UPS chaplin, about funding for his lecture program. "I'll just do it
from different funds." Johnson said he has always gotten

professional members, to five issues

involved in art education.

semester juniors who rank in the

take so much time to raise money," he said.

Membership entitles the student
to the rights and privileges of
of the newsletter and to eight issues

spring initiates. Most committee

Membership is open to second

therapists work with a

student chapter to open

assignments were made and a

month.

Occupational

patient's handling of work situations, self care and leisure activities."

o deny anyone their birthright."

Big discounts
on all fall plants!
Mums! Asters!
Our plants belong in your house. And
we've reduced prices to make sure
they get there. We've got a nice selection. But hurry. Call or visit us today.

Autumn
madness!

university community and thus we
are United People of Strength."

Budget problems caused the 14-member group to cancel their fall mock

With our campus setting an

security council session. From Model U.N. a member learns the workings of

example for others, Carolyn Patton

the United Nations and foreign affairs in general.

feels that this will be a new way for

The newly-formed Alpha Psi Omega, a national honorary drama fraternity,

people to think about an old topic in

was turned down for funds because it was thought they would only serve the

this year of the Bicentennial. "BONS

drama department, said President Bill Dingham. They had planned to have free

simply allows us to be who we are."

seminars and one-act plays, he said. Now they will see what they "can scrape

She added, "This is a new freedom

uplrom the departmenc .,an,d4cOcct )11 oyEks from members.
The lnterdepartment Science Association was also denied funds.

for U,P,S"

V1,1 AITPA Pre,'

1620 6th Ave.
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proved unsuccessful, due to the

offered to them (temporarily, of

inaccessibility of the office. Next, the

Next June 20th, college

course) was the floor of the Women's

Housing Office took over the study

bookstores throughout the US will

room located in the basement of

co-sponsor a college bike ride across

freshman women. For some,
however, the Doric Motor Hotel in
downtown Tacoma proved to be

Todd Hall. However, they quickly

the US, beginning in Denver and

vacated Todd Hall when student

terminating over one month later in

housing came in high demand. Across

Philadelphia and Washington, D.C.

the parking lot to the first floor of

It is anticipated that over one

their living quarters. Six years ago,

Howarth Hall they moved, only to

thousand riders will participate,

faced with a housing shortage, the

move once again to the Psych house

making it the largest single bike ride

University errected five A-frames in

on Alder street. Well, that didn't last

ever held. Housing and meals will be

the middle of the campus.

very long (only a few months).

at colleges along the route, and the

In 1960, the Housing Office was

Students arriving on campus this fall

participants will help celebrate the

located in Anderson Hall. Their next

found the Housing Office located in

bicentennial in a number of

location was in the basement of the

one of the A-frames, used for the last

communities.

offices" is played. When students

SUB, where Bookstore manager Pat

feW years as student housing.

return each fall, they must search the

Heade's offices are now located.

And so the questions linger on...

administered in behalf of the college
bookstores by R.E.A.D.S., Inc., a

by mike purdy
Housing seems a never-ending

ride your bike

suprised when the accomodation

Gym with cots set up for about 40

problem at UPS.

P898 3

The program is being

While housing far students has

campus to find many offices. It is

Housing shared half of the room with

Where will the Housing Office end up

often been a problem, shortage of

particularly ironic that the Housing

the Business Manager of the

next year? Will the Housing Office

large university rapid reading

office space for various

Office seems to move with much

University Clark Hillier. From there,

ever be given a place they can really

program. Persons interested in the

administrative offices has also

greater frequency than any other

the Housing Office moved in with the

call home? Stay tuned (or enrolled)

event should write to

office.
Two years ago, freshmen were

Plant Department offices next to the

next year (or maybe this year) for

BIKECENTENNIAL, 805 Glenway

O.T. Building. That arrangement

the next move.

plagued the University. Each
summer, the great game of "musical

Drive Suite 227, Inglewood, CA.
90302.

An Advent System
For People Who Thought
They Couldn't Afford
An Advent System
Or Advent,Sansui,Garrard,
Pickering System:$349.95

speech competition offers scholarship
A $6000 pot of gold (scholarship)

historical and value elements in the

(competition) for some students

topic areas assigned by the national

competing in the Speech

speech association. The debate area is

Communication Association's

"Use and abuse in the land of

national Bicentennial Youth Debate,

plenty" with the topic being

cosponsored with the National

"Resolved that urbanization has

Endowment for the Humanities.

lowered the quality of American

Competition will begin with local

life." Persuasive speakers are asked to

efforts at UPS on October 22, with

address themselves to the topic "The

winners advancing to district,

American Frontier: Crucible of our

sectional, regional, and ultimately

National Character."

national competition.
Eligible students will compete in
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This may be your first component music

To power the Advent II we recommend
the Sansui 441 amplifier; it can produce 11+

music. And if you are lucky enough to have
an "audiophile" for a friend, you already

watts per channel RMS. (RMS is the most

know the importance of investing in well
matched, high performance equipment. You.

power.) Because these watts are produced
with exceptionally low distortion you will

want a system with which you will be as

be able to fully realize the performance

satisfied next year as you are when you first

capabilities of the Advent 11.

Extemporaneous speakers will
address themselves to "The Sprawling

three events: Lincoln Douglas debate,

City" with such questions as "Are

Persuasive speaking, and

cities the new frontiers?"and "Is the

extemporaneous speaking. Any local

ownership of land still a noble goal?"

person under 25 who has not

Rules for the contests, required

received a bachelor's degree by

entry forms, and much valuable

September 27 will be able to

research material and other assistance

compete in UPS's competition.

can be had in the office of the

Competitors are involved in
commemorating the historical origins

system, but you still want to hear all the

of the country by focussing on

waits at the end of the rainbow

Department of Communication and
Theatre Arts, Jones 321.

stringent and realistic measurement of

take it home. We at Villa Stereo have such a

We include a Garrard 42M automatic

system, with a big compromise on the price,

turntable with base, and Pickering

but none on the sound quality.
The system features the superb Advent

Tracking at less than 2 grams this will take

magnetic cartridge with a diamond stylus.

II Loudspeakers. Of these "Stereo Review"

good care of your records; you will get the

said, "Any preconceived ideas you may have

same undistorted sound from them on the

about the limitations of sub-compact

forty-seventh playing as you did on the first.

speaker systems will, we think, be

The total list price on this system is

shattered... In respect to balance, low

$448.45, but we at Villa Stereo are offering

frequency solidarity, clarity and definition,

it for only $349.95. with our full 5 years

the Advent II ranked with some of the

parts and labor warranties This is a system

best." The Advent II is capable of

which will satisfy the music lover who has

reproducing everything on your records: the

not had much experience with electronic

lowest organ pedal tones or the highest

components, as well as the seasoned

harmonics of the violin. They have the wide

audiophile: both will appreciate the

range, usually found in only the most

uncompromising value of this system.

expensive speaker systems.
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Foreign language specialist,
Mary Boyd, teaches reading,
writing, math and English as
a second language as a VISTA
consultant. Most of her students
at the Father Zagni School
for Educationally Deprived
Children in El Paso, Texas, cross
the border from Juarez.
Mexico, each day for classes

ACTION needs people
who know
what they're dog
Maybe you should consider the
ACTION alternative. Peace
Corps and VISTA volunteers
extend their educational
backgrounds and experience to
those who need it most
Volunteers are also needed with
experience in secondary and
elementary education, curriculum
development, home economics .
and physical and vocational
education. Living expenses
and transportation are provided

PCTION

PEACE CCRFS • VISTA

ON CAMPUS
OCT.1-3 9am-4pm
10323-B Plaza Drive S.W. 582-3600
Villa Plaza Tacoma, Washington 98499

PLACEMENT OFFICE
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fall final examination schedule

,
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Plan ahead.
Make plans and reservations for your winter vacation.
Be sure to consider the FALL TERM FINAL EXAMINATION SCHEDULE:

FINAL EXAM TIME

i sairnever 5ee
1 th-ink-tatiwaim
A smo‘estaCveri as a tree.

MORNING

AFTERNOON

Regular Class Period

by melissa crites

8:00

Monday, Dec. 15

9:00

Tuesday, Dec. 16

10:00

Wednesday, Dec. 17

11:00

Thursday, Dec. 18

12:00

Tuesday , Dec. 16

The American Smelting and Refining Company (ASARCO)Tacoma

1:00

Smelter has been pouring dangerous gases into the air around the city for 85

2:00

Monday, Dec. 15
Wednesday, Dec. 17

years. The copper Smelter handles complex ores high in impurities. It is the

Thursday, Dec. 18

3:00

only plant in the United States where arsenical ores can be dealt with. The

4:00 and after

Smelter produces 100% of the nation's commercial arsenic trioxide (used as a
pesticide agent) and, therefore, 100% of the arsenic pollutants in the Tacoma
area.
Many chemicals contribute to the general toxicity of the air, but sulfur

exam held during regular class time

The final exam period is determined by the lecture hour.

dioxide and arsenic emitted from the Smelter have been and are the causes of
concern to Tacoma residents. Sulfur dioxide, specifically, can cause

Two-period classes will hold the final exam during the first class period

respiratory irritations, chest constrictions, coughing and choking, and damage
to lungs. When, through chemical changes, it forms sulfuric acid, it becomes

Final exam given during regular class time.

dangerous to metals, paints and vegetation.
Arsenic, when inhaled, is strongly suspected of being a respiratory
carcinogen (cancer-producing substance) for the Smelter workers as well as
Tacoma area residents.
In the 1950's, well before air pollution became fashionable, hundreds of
residents petitioned the city council demanding that something be done to
control arsenic and sulfur dioxide emissions. As a result of this citizen action
and others since then, a 50% control of sulfur dioxide, via a liquid sulfur
dioxide plant has been attained. However, arsenic and other heavy metals are
still a source of mounting concern. While researching the largest and most
extensive study on the relationship between arsenic and respiratory cancer in
humans, Anna M. Lee and Joseph F. Fraumenti, Jr. "Arsenic and Respiratory
Cancer in Man: An Occupational Study.", (Journal of the National Cancer

Get a free flinger
at Pizza Haven.

Institute) studied the mortality experience of 8047 white male smelter
workers exposed to arsenic during 1938-63. Not only did they find that

I'm Mr. Pizza Haven. Fly me.

smelter workers had an excess total mortality, due mainly to cancers of the
respiratory system and diseases of the heart, but that increases in respiratory
cancer correlated with the length of employment and degree of exposure to
arsenic and sulfur dioxide. The Tacoma Smelter employs approximately 2000
workers.
The Tacoma Smelter has spent $15 million in an effort to comply with
government regulation on air pollution. They have installed curtailment
equipment at the arsenic plant to collect particulate (small particles of solids
or liquids suspended in the atmosphere) emissions. This project is designed to
reduce the amount of arsenic-bearing particulate emitted from the main stack
and at ground level.
Hopefully, this will help. Tacoma residents should not be exposed to
arsenic simply because they happen to live near a smelter.
For further information write:
Puget Sound Air Pollution Control Agency
213 Hess Building
Tacoma, Washington 98402

Bring this coupon to Pizza Haven.
Look! Down on your plate. It's a bird. It's a plane. No its a Pizza Haven
flinger. You get one free with any $3.50 purchase and this coupon. This
high-flyer is no cheapie. It's heavy plastic, bright orange and 9 full inches
across. Get yours today. At Pizza Haven. The only way to fly.
Offer good m-store only (except for Wednesday rught Smorgasbord). ending October 31, 1975.
Limit one flinger per coupon. Cash value I/205.

MIMI= UM MN MINIM MIIIIIIMMIIMIIIM•111

izza Haven

Lakewood-6007 100th S.W.
North Tacoma-2803 6th Ave.
Puyallup-505 N. Meridian
AIN■1111111.

A

31■11Ii.
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budget shows dollar stress

pullet sound trail
1974-75
Allocations

I. ACTIVITIES
Campus Films

1975-76
Allocatioas

9680

Lectures

5920

7700
last year with preforming arts

Campus Showcase
Cellar Ten
Performing Arts
Boogies
Special Events

pegs 5

6000

0

2550

3900

1920

see lectures

2400

3740

4250

2500

2000

Outdoor Recreation

1000

Games

0

300

Sound and Lights

0

900

Equipment Maintenance

0

300

Honoraria
Popular Entertainment Reserves

3000

2000

1200

10,000

II. GROUPS AND ORGANIZATIONS
Community Involvement Action Center

555

365

0

350

350

350

575

700

1100

55

250

500

10

40

1650

.600

Feminist Student Union

jaw
photo by torn pant ey
Noah Midamba, ISO President confers with fellow club members prior to last Tuesday's Senate meeting

by li7 code and tom pantley
The presentation of the remainder of this year's

According to club president John Hatcher, SOTA, a

student budget to the Senate last week brings to the

student group denied ASUPS funds has almost no

forefront severe financial problems that could threaten

possibility of receiving financial help from the

existing programs, and that have already eliminated

Occupational Therapy Department.

activities familiar to the campus.
Briefly, there stands the overall figure of around
$98,000 which includes ASUPS fees plus the reserves
from last year's budget. According to Business Vice
President Becky White, this sum was allotted first to 'in house accounts, Activities, Media, and finally to on—
campus groups and organizations. The problem arose
when, after in-house accounts, activities , and designated
media were funded, only about $8,000 was left for
T a ma n awes book fees, K UPS spring operations,
Crosscurrent.:, and the various groups and organizations.
Since these budgetary request totalled almost $25,000,
and there were only $7,000 in remaining funds, the
Finance Committee had to decide how this money could
best be used to benefit the greatest amount of people.

The situation appears to be the same for
Crosscurrents. Crosscurrents requested a budget totalling
$1,300 for this year. UPS professor of English Michael
Curley, said the pulling of $1,300 from his department is
virtually impossible.
The University itself is in a tight budget squeeze,
explained President Philip Phibbs. He also fears that

Therefore, University departments do not appear to be
a viable source of money for groups cut out of the ASUPS
budget.
There
m to be three major reasons for these
budget problems: relocation of funds, low reserves and
inflation.
According to White, student activity fees (the largest

the $7,000, leaving Tamanawas, KUPS (spring semester),

single source of ASUPS revenue) have not been increased

or

in at least 10 years. Normally 10 percent of the budget is

funded at a level less than expected.
Tamanawas may be able to cover its deficit by

given over to a reserve fund that can be used during the

charging students a $2.00 book fee. By seeking outside
donations, K UPS FM may be able to fund it's spring

reserve figure hovers around three to four percent.
As stated earlier, the Senate and Finance committees

operations.
Because of the tight ASB budget situation, the

accounts, student activities, and the media. It is these

Finance Committee has referred academically oriented
student activities to University departments for monies.
However, the possibility of such funding appears slight.

year as needed. However, it is reported that this year's

have adopted a policy giving priority to in-house
new priorities coupled with a lack of new student revenue

Mortar Board
International Club
Spurs
Black Student Union
III. IN—HOUSE

100

225

350

1000

Copy Machine

1250

3000

Ditto Machine

combined with ditto

600

Equipment Maintenance

800

280

Equipment Purchasing

500

500

2520

2750

Conventions and Travel
Auditing

Office Operation
Petty Cash

combined with public relations

25

530

450

ASUPS Publications and Printing

2100

200

SELF Loans

1500

1000

0

4000

12,307

12,452

ASUPS Elections

240

200

Public Relations

280

50

Student Resources—SUBS and Legal Advisory

ID Cards

that appear to be the cause for the cuts, and sometimes
elimination of previously funded programs.

white makes budget breakdown
Editor's Note-( The following article

of this: money paid for a speaker is

entit:es comprising that heading

was submitted to the TRAIL by

recycled to bring more speakers and

(even most of the sub-groups are

Becky White, ASUPS Business

money received from refrigerator

further delineated).

Vice-President)

rentals goes to purchase more

As per my Constitutional duty, I

Pi Kappa Delta

funding student-sponsored activities is not the role of the
University.

The committee decided that several groups should divide
Crosscurrents and other groups either not funded

Aletheia

equipment.

The grand total of these four
divisions is approximately $94,800.

Honoraria and Salaries

MEDIA
Puget Sound TRAIL

11,350

10,385

Tarnanawas

14,435

11,575

3135

1650

Crosscurrents

995

not funded

SOTA

575

not funded
not funded

KUPS

am to publish "the budget." I feel in

Therefore the income figure with

Subtracted from the $98,000 income

all fairness to your comprehensibili-

which we are working is

figure, this gives us a Reserve for

ty, this entails much more than
columns of figures. I will try to

approximately

present the ASUPS budget as

projected full-time enrollment of

towards K UPS-FM license application

accurately and simply as possible. If

2400)--and carry-over--$11,600

and some may be allocated to the

any questions confusions do arise,

($1964 of which is earmarked for
Activities Reserves).

unbudgeted groups mentioned above.
It is also important to keep in mind

Living Learning

250

that we do need a reserve account

Freshman Orientation

500 .... not funded

do not hesitate to contact me (ext.
3273, ASB Office).

$98,000:

coning

Contingencies figure of around

from student fees--$86,400 (barr!d 01

$3,200. Of this, $700 is already going

Working from this income figure,

ASUPS makes income from

the budget is broken down into

various projects. However the bulk of

several areas: 1) Activities, 2)

I hope that this will give you an

income outside of fees is regenerated
into the account from which the

Groups, 3) In-House and 4) media.
Each of these general areas is broken

and what kinds of things that ASUPS

expenditure was made. As examples

down even further into the various

is involved in.

with which to work.
idea of what happens to your money

NON—FUNDED GROUPS

Creativity Celebration

10

Honors Advisory Council/Rally Squad

75 .... not funded

MUN

'

not funded

560 ....not funded
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budget takes toll

edops
registrar creams phibbs
I asked the President to kneel
(that wasn't nice) and expressed
concern that he kneel in a place
where there was no cream so as
not to dirty his pants ($53.00
and I was concerned about
cleanliness? - that was stupid).
The microphone was blaring
something about an ex-Registrar
and asking me if I had anything
to say. I said I don't need to say
anything. I mean, I could have
said a lot of things but I kind of
felt sorry for the guy - his eyes
were big as saucers and he had
this pitiful look on his face.
I said to the President, close
your eyes, and then I placed one
pie on each side of his head,
covering his face, and slowly
creamed downward. It was a job
well done.
I couldn't help but telephone
the Phibbs' residence the next
morning. His wife answered. Is
the President home, I asked, half
hoping he wasn't. "No, he
isn't ... oh, yes, here he is,"
(my heart fell). The President
picked up the phone - "Hello".
"Hi, this is Olivia." "OLIVIA.
(pause) I'VE BEEN WRITING
YOU A NOTE. (pause) YOU'RE
FIRED."
So you see, the experience
didn't change the man any. His
curtness, his style, his spirit, his
clarity of statement, his
intensity - they're indestructible.
There is no question in my mina
that any person in this
University who works under,
with and/or around Philip

Dear students and colleagues
You have probably heard by
now that I gave up $53.00 of my
annual salary and my job as
Registrar (please refer to me as
XRegistrar) to hit our President
in the face with a pie. This event
was a part of the first annual
UPS Hot Air Fair - let's hope
even more of our students,
faculty and staff show for the
second. It was great fun, so
much fun that I have to share
with all of you, even those who
attended, the details of hitting
one's President with a pie.
The President was up for bid.
I knew that he had to be mine.
And yet I couldn't quite believe
my own voice calling out
somewhere around the $25.00
range. The bidding went on. The
cream in my own hair and ears
was beginning to smell, I was
beginning to pace as the amount
soared upward. I remember
hearing helpful comments from
the sideline - Olivia, bid in cents,
not dollars (I was trying to
outbid a competitor). Finally, at
$53.00 he was mine. Then I had
to wait until Athletics "got
theirs". The President was last. I
had two pies - one in each hand.
Right before I walked on to the
stage, I remember thinking once
again that I must be crazy, I
mean after all who was I and he
was (is) the President. But once
on stage I knew I had done the
right thing. It had to be done
right and I knew I could do it.
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,Ph ibbs, who is exhausted,
frustrated, dismayed,
exhilirated and/or inspired by
nis dedication would see $53.00
too great an amount for that one
moment when Philip M. Phibbs,
President, was without
comment.
And I'll tell you' a secret when it was all over, he said to
me "Olivia, I couldn't hear
anything".
PRESIDENT PHIBBS' DO
YOU MEAN TO TELL ME
THAT YOU CAME FROM THE
PIE NOT ONLY SPEECHLESS
BUT UNINFORMED AS
WELL? YOUR REGISTRAR
REALLY HAS A THING
ABOUT IGNORANCE. You
know what I mean?
olivia arnason
university registrar

boogies defended
Dear Editor,
As chairperson of the
Boogies Committee, I am in the
unique position of adapting to
the changes of increased
popularity for Boogies. As last
week's TRAIL article pointed
out, there is a definite problem
with staging dances in the Great
Hall. With increased freshmen
enrollment, there has been a
steady increase in the numbers
that attend Boogies. Last year
was the first year that the Great
Hall became uncomfortably
crowded at some of the big
Boogies. I differentiate between
big and small dances, because
this year's first dance was with a
local group "Lady Tramp", and
overcrowding was not a
problem. The second Boogie did
provide a problem, mainly
because the group "Epicenter",
has such a well known name in
the Northwest. Despite the
implications in the TRAIL, we
still will have dances in the Great
Hall, and hopefully in the Field
House.
Pertaining to charging for
Boogies, my position has been to
charge for only the high priced
bands so as NOT to offer UPS
students the same type of
unprofessional bands that High
Schools are accustomed to.
To.alleviate the problems of
overcrowding for some of our
larger Boogies, I am in the
process of setting dates with the
Field House for future dances.
There would still be problems in
putting Boogies in the Field
House because there is a charge
to stage a dance in the Field
House. What I need is more
student feedback on what you
the students want. The main
problem is that UPS does not
have an adeouate place to stage
dances.

Doug Gillespie

We have estimated that at least 75 pounds of
newsprint and almost 10 ounces of ink have been
used in this issue of the TRAIL in an attempt to
explain the 1975-76 ASUPS budget. As $97,000 of
student money is involved, we feel our print
investment is sound. We are pleased to see
students taking dynamic roles in student
government, activities, and organizations. There is
great effort being made. But we wonder if the
effort is sometimes misdirected.
There is only a limited amount of people on
a given campus who will risk their sanity and their
grades to take part in student government or
student organizations. However, despite individual
dedication, some organizations have been dealt
with by student government in a manner that
either demonstrates a lack of competence, or a
lack of caring.
Crosscurrents and SOTA were not funded. ISO,
FSU, and many other letters that stand for words
were severely cut back. But almost without
exception, these groups' leaders have stated 'we
can live with the funding, but why were we
treated so impersonally?'
in the beginning...
The problem starts with the Finance
Committee. In the past they have asked students
not to attend Finance meetings that were open to
the public. They have done a poor job on
informing group leaders of meeting times. They
have used group input on budget decisions as if it
were cram notes for a test; use once and then forget
about it. And it seems that members of the
Finance Committee may have knowingly or
unknowingly deceived group leaders.
After the Finance Committee made its
preliminary budget recommendations in May, ISO
president Noah Midamba, Leslie Gould of FSU,
and Crosscurrents co- editor Marian Snyder were
told not to worry, their budget requests were not
in trouble. When asked about these
pseudo-assurances Business Vice President Becky
White said she could not remember her, or any
member of her committee making such
statements,
faith betrayed
But Midamba, Gould, and Snyder remembered.
They placed their faith in the Finance Committee,
and were let down.
These actions, plus an attitude by many

members of student government that can be
described as under-zealous and over impersonal,
have caused some organization leaders to lose faith
in their student administration.
Operating a student government is a difficult
task, and a criticism that does not recognize this is
as foolish as it is heartless. With this in mind we
offer some suggestions:
I. an advisory
committee of organization
leaders should be set up to give structured input to
student government,
at Finance Committee meetings a group's
budget should not be discussed unless a leader
from that group has been notified in time to
gather needed information,
to make senators more aware of situations
and issues, study sessions should be held sometime
prior to Senate meetings.
Since the start of school we have seen an array
of good works performed on campus. But it will
take the united effort of campus organizations and
student government if we are to maintain and
improve the services provided by ASUPS.

----(--editorial
torn pantley
news editor
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A long way from yesterday
I walked through golden trees

And listened to the falling leaves
Of spent time.
•••

There's something more than yesterday
To keep me here.

But leaves grow again to fall
And years go by that way;

poem by mer

photos by gary ianuzzi
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fine performances,"der rosenkavalier''
The result was a character who evoked an ambivalent attitude in her

by leah mason and alan smith

audience. To some, this ambivalence was disturbing. It prompted the Seattle

\

I

P-I reviewer to criticize Ms. Stadler's performance as not being wholly

Composed at about the turn of the century, Richard Strauss'Der

Zb
CI)

*Nei

s

1.114

4

Rosenkavalier, recently in performance at the Seattle Opera House, combines
a Victorian taste for society and mannerism with a subtle tongue-in-cheek

credible.

treatment of the social conventions themselves. Ostensibly, the conventions

ever so slightly, and our mental ambivalance about the role should lead us to

which the opera satirizes are those of eighteenth century Vienna. But an early

resolve these sexual tensions by means of a clearer insight into the relation of

twentieth century audience could not but have identified in Strauss' treatment

youth and romance to age and experience. Through Octavian we learn to

of Viennese society a definite affront to its own bourgeois sensibilities.

appreciate the tender side of youth and to understand the deep sympathy
which only a youth could feel with respect to the selfless wisdom and

The opera is unlike other light operas of this and earlier periods in that it

maturity of the Marschallin.

frankly acknowledges sex and the passing of flaming youth into the sobriety
of middle age. Such thematic strains obtain for the work a pleasing series of

,

The Marschallin is a majestic figure. Those who have seen the recent film,

pensive undertones, akin to tragedy but presented in a more romantic context.

"The Prime of Miss Jean Brodie" will be able to imagine something of what we

It is the merest hint of tragedy in the character of the Marschallin which sets

mean by this. She is indeed a woman in her prime, but she has come to

the tone of the opera and which suggests to us the nobler themes of human

recognize the transience of her youth and glory. And yet she possesses a

experience being brought into dramatic tension with the themes of love and

dignity of character which rejects self-pity in favor of the nobler expressions

romance.
Still another way in which Strauss' opera is unlike others of its type is that

of equanimity and generosity. When her lover is captivated by the younger

it employs the device of switching sex roles on stage without ever

confusion and guilt of Octavian and makes it very clear to Sophie that she is

acknowledging the true sexual identity of the actor (in this case, actress)
playing the part. We are given a male hero in the role of theRosenkavalier, who

relinquishing all claims on him.

sometimes masquerades in female dress, but who is obviously being portrayed

Marschallin. An Octavian type-cast as a gallant, but insensitive, Kavalier would

by an actress.

have borne a closer resemblance to the gad-fly than to the lover whose greatest

It is these two characteristics, then, of Der Rosenkavalier-the frank
treatment of sex and aging, and the confusing identity of the hero-

quality is his youthful awe of a person felt to be greater than himself. Ms.

which might very well have shocked earlier opera-goers and which, to some

his moments of deep sentiment, tenderness and respect.

extent, confuses viewers even today.
The special brilliance of the production by the Seattle Opera is that

Ochs, but felt his vulgarity could have been treated with more elegance. The

Director Lincoln Clark did not seek to mitigate either of these two effects. In

baron must come across as pathetic, but this need not be handled obtusely.

Sophie (Krisztina Laki), the Marschallin responds with sympathy for the

It is essential that Octavian be overwhelmed by the awesome prime of the

Stadler's Octavian was indeed impetuous, selfish and tactless. But he also had
We especially enjoyed Andrew Foldi's portrayal of the boorish Baron

the first instance, this could have been accomplished by "romanticizing" or

Dennis Bailey was warmly applauded for his singing of an aria in the role of

sentimentalizing the leading role, portrayed by Arlene Saunders. By not doing

the Italian Tenor. That he sang so well is an ironic comment on Baron Ochs,

so, Ms. Saunders was able to present her role in all its variegated moods,

who interrupts to shut him up.

sacrificing none of the immense power built into her "character," the

Our very special accolade for little Kimberly Chapman, who ran away with
every scene in which she appeared. We doubt the role has ever been better

Marschallin.
In the second instance, Clark could have pandered to our tastes merely by

pranced or jingled.

teaching his actress to behave more like a male in the role of Octavian. Instead
of doing this, he cast a very feminine lrmgard Stadler as the Rosenkavalier and
seems to have made only a nominal effort to make her seem realistically male.

third play chosen
"Arsenic and Old Lace," by

musical written by Tom Jones and

Joseph Kesserling, will be the first

Harvey Schmidt, who wrote "The

UPS Inside Theatre production of the

Fantastiks", called "Celebration".

year. Under the direction of

"Celebration" is a symbolic

Professor Jerry Allen, the play has

off-beat musical depicting the

already begun rehearsel for its

struggle of the youth's purity versus

October 16, 17, 18, 22, 23, 24 and 25

the forces of age and corruption.

production.
A mind bender will be featured as

Ric Tutor will direct the play
with Jerry Allen as set designer. The

the second play of the season. It is

audition dates are set for February 16

"Inquest" the highly dramatic story

and 17, but are subject to change.

of the Rosenberg trial. "Inquest" will

Performances of "Celebration" have

be directed by Tom Somerville and

been scheduled for the 8, 9, 10, 14, 15,
16 and 17 of March.

designed by Jerry Allen.
Auditions are 'tentatively
scheduled for October 20 and 21 and

Student directed one-act plays
will be performed for the campus in

performance dates are set for the 4,

the week of January 19. And the
operas this year will be shown on

5, 6, 10, II, 12 and 13 of December.
The third play of the 1975-1976

January 27, 28, 29, and 30.

season has been chosen. It is the new

$33,500,000
UNCLAIMED SCHOLARSHIPS
Over $33,500,000 unclaimed scholarships, grants, aids, and
fellowships ranging from $50 to $10,000. Current list of these
sources researched and compiled as of September 5, 1975.

--

t—Tts I en tertainment-

We cannot accept this view, however. The role is meant to embarrass us, if

UNCLAIMED SCHOLARSHIPS
369 Allen Avenue, Portland, Maine 04103
I am enclosing $12.95 plus $1.00 for postage and handling.
(Check or money order — no cash, please.)
It you wish to use your charge card.
please till out appropriate boires below:

—

Dr

[learrysicsaa
-

Expiration Data
Month/Yea
Nestor Charge
Interbank No

LI

PLEASE RUSH YOUR
CURRENT LIST OF
UNCLAIMED SCHOLARSHIPS
SOURCES TO:

A Robert Mulligan/Richard A. Roth Production
JENNIFER O'NEILL • GARY GRIMES • JERRY HOUSER • OLIVER CONANIT
Meek by
Dinycled by
Produced by
emu. by

HERMAN RAUCHER RICHARD A. ROTH
FREE WITH ASB CARD /
$1.00 WITHOUT

z

Name
Address

:ty

State
Maine residents please add 5% sates tax.

IM

Zip

RI

from Warner wos
A Koney Leasure Swoop

otl er yards of tacoma

Card No

L

ROBERT MULUGAN MICHEL LEGRAND

‘Fri-Sat 630 9:00 cWc 006

trs

Credtt

TucwikOtOS

'''.
cp

We Can Supply Your
Building Material Needs Ab i
-GET LOADED AT GRAYS3814 6th 759-3546
2 Blocks West Of 6th & Union
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showcase showing
Combining an almost Victorian
madrigal style with easy-going
contemporary folk, Mary and Roger
brought to UPS an evening of
"out-of-the-ordinary" entertainment
last Tuesday.
The SUB lounge was the site of
the second Campus Showcase event
of the year. Beginning at 9:00 pm..
the entertainers, who performed until

lasers shine

Dr. E.L. Karlstrom examines jaws of a 245 pound Salmon Shark caught in
local waters.

by jeff katz

A shark is residing comfortably in cool quarters in the UPS Biology
Department.
Dr. E.L. Karlstrom of the Biology Department has recently acquired a
Salmon Shark for the University. The shark was caught and donated by Bob
Satiacum, Jr. of the Puyallup Indian Tribe.
Satiacum was salmon fishing in the south Sound when the shark became
tangled in Satiacum's trawling net. The shark was then taken to the Port of
Tacoma where it was picked up by Dr. Karlstrom and freshman Stan Gofinch.

pot affair

two parts.
During the first half, Mary and

by doug bourcy

UPS was well represented at the

The Laserium show in the Pacific

Big Blowout, better known as the

Roger clad in victorian garb, provided

Science Center planetarium is in its

Puyallup Fair, with an exhibit by the

jokes and music popular at the time
of Henry the VIII.

third very successful week. Thirty-six

Potter's Guild.. A walk-in sales area

capacity audiences have stared at

and three potters wheels made up the

Following an intermission with

pure laser light colors that form:

exhibit and gave fair-goers the

free ref reshments, the evening

brilliant beyond imagination images

opportunity not only to buy pots

concluded with songs by Gordon

to the music of the past and of the

made by UPS students, but to throw

Lightfoot, Joni Mitchell, Tom Paxton

future.

a pot themselves.

and Simon and Garfunkel.

It is an ultimate and unique

This is the third year UPS has had

"The Irish American String

audio-visual experience—a combined

an exhibit of this kind at the fair and

Band" will be featured in the next

mental image which seek at your

this year sales amounted to over

campus Showcase Friday Oct. 10 at

senses to unfold and lose you to the

$4,000 a 200% increase over last

9:00 Pm.

pleasures of a man-made universe.

year's total. 30% of this amount went

This Seattle production,

From the Port, it was taken directly to UPS and put into deep refrigeration.

almost 11:30 ,divided the show into

witnessed by 14,055 people, is

to the fair and the rest to the student
artist.

eugene onegin

Locally, the shark is known as the Salmon Shark, getting its name because

guaranteed to blow your mind away.

The Potter's Guild will have a

it feeds off the salmon found in the Sound in the fall. The shark quite often

The show is scheduled to remain at

show at Allied Arts in November, a

gets caught in salmon fishermen's trawling nets, as was the case with UPS's

the Pacific Science Center (Seattle

Christmas sale December 5 & 6, a

The second production of Seattle

new "Resident Shark."

Center) for 6 months.

spring sale and a booth at the UPS

Opera's 1975-76 season, "Eugene

Dr. Karlstrom describes the shark as seven feet long and very wide-bodied,

There are two shows each day,

weighing 245 pounds, having five gills, a high dorsal fin, and a moon-shaped

Tuesday through Sunday at 8 Pm.

tail. The shark is bluish-gray on top and white on the bottom.

and at 9:30 Pm, with additional

Mr. Robert Salentino, a collecter at the Point Defience Aquarium, said that

Flea Market each year. The Potter's Onegin", opens Thursday. October 30
Guild is a separate entity from the in Russian with subsequent
UPS structure and uses a percentage performances November 1, 5, and 8,

shows on Friday and Saturday, at 2 of such sales to buy new equiptment and English performances November
pm. Admission price is $2.75.
for the ceramics department and to 2 and 7. Featured in the leading roles

generally, the salmon shark likes shallow water because of the abundance of
fish.
Although the Salmon Shark is a meat eater and viciously attacks its prey, it

bring reknowned artists to UPS for in the Russian performances will be
five members of the Opera House of

seminars.

has not been known to attack man. Most sharks are attracted to the splashing

Sarajevo, Yugoslavia. Also coming

kups on the air

and thrashing about of swimmers.
The Mackerel Shark has been donated to the Biology Department for use
in Dr. Karlstrom's Comparative Anatomy course to be taught next spring.

DAY OF HOPE TOUR
presents

NEW HOPE FOR A NEW AMERICA

from Sarajevo will be the conductor

This morning at 9 am K UPS, UPS's am radio channel
began it's fall broadcasting season. Located at 540 on the
am dial, K UPS is undergoing its first year of campus wide

Teodor Romanic and the stage

broadcast. A progressional format is only part of a new

of international cultural exchange,

program according to Robert Reppas, General Manager.

the culmination of several years of

director, Drago Fiser. This marks the
second half of a unique new program

KUPS broadcast hours are Monday through Friday 9 am

negotiations by Glynn Ross,

through 12 midnight and 12 noon to 12 midnight on

following his nomination by the

Saturday and Sunday. Tomorrow at 1:15 pm the station

State Department to a team to study

will present a play by play report of the UPS football

international cultural exchange with

by MICHAEL LEONE

game with Pacific Lutheran University.

Yugoslavia.

FRI., Sept. 26th, 7 pm

mann lives again

GUILD HALL, SHERWOOD INN

Tickets go on sale at the Seattle
Opera Ticket Office on Monday,

Thomas Mann, a Nobel Prize winner and one of the September 22. The Opera Ticket
Office is located on the 4th floor of

great writers of the century, will be commemorated on

also:

the centennial of his birth with exhibits in the Collins the Center House at Seattle Center
Memorial Library, documentary films on his life and a and is open Monday through Friday,

Documentary film of the 1974 tour of Rev. Moon
Inspiring Music by the International New Hope Ensemble

from 10 am to 4 pm and from 10 am

series of feature films based on his novels.
The feature films, sponsored by the UPS foreign

Reception — Free Admission

language department and the Consulate General of

to 2 pm on Saturday October 25 and
November 1 and 8.
Tickets may be ordered over the

Germany, are scheduled for Tuesday, Sept. 30 ("Tonio

NEW HOPE WORKSHOP

Kroger"); Thursday Oct. 2 and Sunday Oct. 5 telephone (447-4711) with
("Buddenbrooks"); Friday and Saturday, Oct. 3-4 ("Die BankAmericard and Mastercharge or

SEPT.27428

Bekenntnisse Des Hochstaplers Felix Krull"); Monday, by mail from Seattle Opera, 305
Oct. 6 ("Konigliche Hoheit") and Wednesday, Oct. 8 Harrison St., Seattle, Wa. 98109. All
("Walsungenblut"). They will all be presented at 7:30 pm mail and telephone orders for single

FREE

tickets require a 50 cent handling fee

in Room 006 of McIntyre Hall.
Library exhibits will be on display through October 8.

CELEBRATE LIFE

for each order.

0110 - a medley; sundry assortment; miscellany (Webster's New World Dictionary)

A TOTAL EXPERIENCE
This is the Age of Love. Never before has it been
possible to understand so much
THE DIVINE PRINCIPLE
Lecture series speaks and awakens the individual
his deed conscience, rationality and heart
A TRUE WAY OF LIFE
Bringing knowledge from both East and West
Past and Present

el beg

Informal lectures, music, meals and sports
Fellowship with people from around the world

•

—*poll

liolund

if,;111/141

A special time ...
A new perspective that can change your life
sst

For more information call 473-1989
All events free of charge
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runners awesome
by colleen mc kay
"It's an event! A community event! exclaimed history

sports

professor David Smith, as he discussed the Tacoma
Sound-to-Narrows race held last June. Race times were
impressive and he stressed the fact that the UPS runners
who entered are "exceptional runners" who put out
"first rate performances."

spc falcons powerful, outgoal ups loggers
season last Saturday at Baker

twice past the defense to give SPC a

Stadium as they hosted NCAA

4-0 advantage.

Ring finished the hilly, 7.5 mile course in an

It was a long hot day for the Loggers,

more spirited bunch of Loggers take

as the Falcons of SPC manhandled

the field to withstand the onslaught

the home team to depart with a 6 to

of the deeply talented Falcons.

1 victory.

Logger freshman Gary Culbertson

Seattle Pacific right winger, Daudi

rocked the Seattle Pacific net with

Abe, didn't waste much time showing

4:58 remaining to prevent a shutout,
assisted teammate Kit Zell with two

UPS net two minutes into the game.

goals.

The fast and highly skilled Falcons

Tomorrow the UPS kickers take

forced most of the first half play into

on a more evenly matched Seattle

the Loggers defensive end, and

University team in their first

Todd

conference game. The game will start
at 7:00 pm at the SU field. This will

thirty yards out to make it 2-0 in

Wednesday against the University of

Not much can be said about the UPS - PLU football

favor of the visitors. First half scoring

Washington on the Huskies home

rivalry that hasn't already been said. The annual affaii

continued to go against Puget Sound

field.

rivals

battle

outstanding 39.57 netted him tenth place. Smith was a
bare three seconds behind with a 40.00 and 12th place
while Brouillet came in 20th with a 40.46 time and
Bombardier finished 27th in 41.08 minutes. Boggs and

Professor Smith was not joking about the impressive

but not before Falcon Doug Badilla

about as he hit :!:•ik right corner of the

Shilperoot
capitalized on the
pressure when he fired the ball from

city

impressive 38.58 minutes to come in fifth while Richard's

Browne finished within inches as they each clocked
45.46.

the Loggers what the game was all

Pacific's

with the pack were John Boggs and Willie Browne.

The second half of play showed a

Division II runnerup Seattle Pacific.

Seattle

of their 1974 cross country coach, Sam Ring. Also running

as Falcon Jose Reye booted the ball

UPS kicked off the 1975 soccer

era.

Distance runners Dave Richard, Jim Smith, Brian
Brouillet and Leon Bombardier finished close on the heels

times. 7.5 miles in 40.00 minutes is less than six minutes
per mile on a course that is anything but flat. It winds up
and down hills from the Boathouse Grill, around Five
Mile Drive and out to Vassault Park.
UPS was also represented by its faculty. Professors
David Smith, Miguel Sobre, Rob Garratt, and Jim Clifford
and his son Mike finished among the official 1267
finishers.

be followed by a game next

David Smith turned in the highest placing of the
faculty with ninth place in his age bracket and 81 over all
as he ran the 7.5 mile in 44:11 minutes.
miles in 44.11 minutes.

represents many things, not only to the two squads, but

The Sound-to-Narrows race is the third largest of its

1975 FALL SOCCER SCHEDULE

to the rest of the Northwest and the city of Tacoma. It

kind after the Boston Marathon and the San Francisco

represents a battle between the Northwest Conference
and a Northwest Independent. It is a confrontation of an

Saturday, September 27, 7:00 pm,

Seattle University

NAIA school versus an NCAA school. Religiously
speaking, it is a fight between the Lutherans and the

Wednesday, October 1,6:30 pm,

U. of Washington

Bay-to-Breakers race. As this race becomes more
popular, competition will increase even more than it

Pacific Lutheran U., home

already has. The same 44.11 time last year would have

Methodists (chuckle). But most importantly, the game is

Saturday. October 11, 2:00 pm,

Western Wash. State U., home

given Professor Smith second in his age group and 28th

the south end of Tacoma versus the north end of
Tacoma---the city championship.

Friday, October 24, 7:30 pm,

UPS leads in the series with the Lutes, 36 to 11, with

Saturday, October 4, 2:00 pm

Saturday October 25, 2:00 pm,
Saturday. November 1, 10:00 am,

5 games ending in a tie. But PLU captured last year's

Sunday, November 2, 1:00 pm,

contest at Franklin Pierce Stadium, 38-27. That win

Saturday, November 8, 1.00 pm,

ended an eight game Logger winning span in the series.

over all. An increase in entrants has meant faster times

Simon Fraser U.
Western Wash. State U.

rather than more slow finishers.
both recognition and congratulations. Let's hope they do

Seattle Pacific College

as well next year and maybe we'll see some members of

Pacific Lutheran U.

Saturday. November 22, 2:00 pm,

UPS student and faculty runners in the race deserve

Oregon State U., home
U. of Oregon, home

the new women's cross country team participating also.

Both teams enter this 53rd series meeting tomorrow
with an undefeated record. UPS has beaten Montana Tech
at home, 12-7, and upset Humboldt State 20-9 in Arcata,
California. PLU beat their alumni in a non-counting affair
and then blasted Western Washington last week, 42-6.
The game is scheduled to start at 1:30 tomorrow
afternoon in Baker Stadium. Get your seats early, because
as usual, this classic confrontation should be jam-packed.

swim team strong

defeat — 'so it goes .}
Last Saturday night the football

,

team was rejoicing their 2-0 record

,‘.‘‘'"•': _..../
7) e:
...=-7.1

and the soccer team was lamenting
their newly adorned 0-1 record: a 6-1
score makes for a lot of lament (save

)1_

f or freshman goalscorer Gary

:

'......,,,,,

Culbertson).
"Rationalizations" abound, but

,,,,,,,,
,,,

...i.'t •

,

,s
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the simple fact is that the UPS Soccer

by mike reed
"This will be the strongest team we've ever had,
without any doubt."

Loggers "played their hearts out,"

Swimming coach Don Duncan was making the sounds
of a typical coach. Coming off a season which saw the

Seattle Pacific is strong; defending
Conference champion, nationally
ranked and preparing for a

team finishing 6th in the NCAA Division II finals, seven

tournament in California the week.

places higher than they've ever finished before, his
prediction required a little proof, to say the least.

::.

but alas, were outplayed at the game.

GRAND RE-MODELING CELEBRATION
THURS. OCT. 2, 5-10pm

Vonnegut would say "so it goes."
Ah, but nothing has gone--though

"We'll be returning all but two of our swimmers this

dignity and integrity have slightly

year. Ken Stanton, our diver, and Larry Peck, our

faded, hope and enthusiasm abide.

freestyler, graduated."

Sure there are things to work out

It turned out, though, that these two were both

(when isn't this the case for

All-Americans. And how easy would it be to replace two

anybody?) but these guys (the

All-Americans? Were these the only two of that level on

Loggers) are "vindictive as hell' Ito

the team?
"Brian Boettcher, Dale Ehrenheim, Barry Collier, Rick

borrow a line from "The Sting") and
have but one overt course of

Unrue, Morre Rude, Brian Budsberg, Scott Wilson,

action—to win.

4011MIN■

FIVE FULL HAPPY HOURS
ALL BEVERAGES 1/2 PRICE
PLUS

Stanton and Peck went to Nationals last year. All of them
made All-American."
Jees! Nine out of nine, and seven returning! What'd
the guy have, a national recruiting staff?
School. And we're starting to get some good swimmers

upcoming season. So far turn out has

from Clover Park and Lakes.
"Our most dramatic increase in strength has come in

been slim as only 15 girls have signed
from last year. Coach Frank Johnson,

This year we have four, including freshmen Steve Webster,

and the team hope that more girls

Fuss Wiglesworth, Pico Nagai and BrianBudsberg, who is a

will come out.

returning letterman. And Wiglesworth may be our best

Practices are scheduled for

individual medley man ever, which has been another weak

Mondays and Wednesdays from 4:30

spot with us.
"Jay Gigandet, a diver from Highline, will help replace

to 6:30 and 4:00 to 5:30 on

Ken Stanton. He was an outstanding diver at Wilson, and I

policy in the past to keep all the girls
that have turned out and unless

before. And Jeff Swenson, a sprinter from Wilson, will

circumstances change this will prevail,

The swimmers now are either playing water polo,

.411•1111- .411111111 ■

HANG ON TO THIS AD
IT'S WORTH THE TRIP
JUST TO CHECK US OUT

Tuesdays and Thursdays. It has been

think he has the ability to dive better than he ever has

lui nn,ing or slimming as pre-season training. Practice will
• begin• OCt! 1 ' • " • 4 1. .'‘•'. • •••% . *%'• . 8'.'1'• • • • ) • • • • • • •

.olow

up, only seven of those returnees

the breaststroke. Last year we only had one breaststroker.

Unrue, a freestyler, will be our captains this year."

SPAGHETTI FEED

The women's varsity volleyball
team has started practice for the

help in the 50 and 100 freestyle. Mike Reed and Rick

i

volleyball net up

"Fifty per cent of this year's team is from Wilson High

4111111111. 4111•119. 44111•10- 4411111.-

I.D. Please —

The Women's Athletic Program,
of which volleyball is a part, is a vital
program, so all girls that are

524 N. K St. (near campus) MA7-9884

interested in volleyball are strongly
riV

opvi xt* team.,

,

de
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intramurals kick off
by rod nichols

Fri Sept. 26
US. Sigma Chi-The Team

US. Todd-Beta

Mon. Sept. 29
US. ROTC-The Team

The first meeting of the year was held Monday. September 15, and plans
were made for the football and soccer programs. The programs will be
basically the same with the exception of a few changes in the football rules.

Wed. Oct. 1
JC. Beta-Sigma Chi
US. SAE- Hooper B

Football and soccer games will be played on two city fields: Jane Clarke
and Stanley. Football games will be played on Tuesday and Thursday, while

Fri. Oct. 3

the soccer games will be on Monday, Wednesday and Friday.
No favorites have been set for the upcoming intramural season, but we will
look to the SAE's, Alli's, and Beta's to be at the top. Last year there was a close
battle for first as the SAE's scored 425 total points, 2 better than the Alli's
In football, the Law School will be defending their title from last year and
Last year, soccer was an experimental sport, but due to the outstanding
year's competition, the Kappa Sigma team took first as they defeated the

Fri. Oct. 10
JC Hooper B-Phi Del
US. Theta Chi-Alii

B-Hoopers in a two-game final.
All-in-all the Men's Intramural program is off to a good start with soccer

US Phi Delt-K-Sig
Mon. Nov. 3
JC. Hooper A-Beta

J.C. K-Sig-Alii
US. Hooper B-Theta Chi
Mon. Oct. 20
US. ROTC-Sigma Nu

US. SAE-K-Sig

participation it became one of the most successful sports of the year. In last

JC. SAE-Theta Chi

Fri. Oct. 17

JC. Hooper A-Todd

Wed. Oct. 8
JC ROTC-Beta

US. Alii-Hooper B
Fri. Oct. 31

US. SAE-Phi Delt

US Alii-Phi Delt

US. Hooper A-Sigma Chi

JC. Sigma NU-Todd

Wed. Oct. 15
JC. Sigma Nu-Sigma Chi

JC. Theta Chi-K-Sig

Mon. Oct. 6
JC. Todd-The Team

with 423, while the Beta's were a close third.
the Theta Chi's will attempt to avenge their defeat in last year's playoff.

Wed. Oct. 29

JC Hooper A-ROTC

JC. Hooper A-Sigma Nu

program and has it well under control.

Mon. Oct. 13

JC. Todd-ROTC

The Men's Intramural program for this year is shaping up well in
preparation for the upcoming seasons. Once again, Greg Dohrn will head the
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MEN'S INTRAMURAL SOCCER SCHEDULE

US. Todd-Sigma Chi
Wed. Nov. 5
JC. The Team-Sigma Nu
US. Div. B
Fri. Nov. 7

Wed. Oct. 22

JC. Div. B

JC Beta-The Team
US. Alii-SAE

Nov. 10-14
PLAYOFFS

Fri. Oct. 24
JC. Theta Chi-Phi Delt
US. Hooper B-K-Sig
Mon. Oct. 27
JC. Sigma Chi-ROTC

JC - Jane Clarke Field

US. Hooper A-The Team

US - Upper Stanley Park

competition already started and football beginning next week. The breakdown
for soccer looks like this: Division A - Hooper A, ROTC, Beta, Sigma Chi,
The Team, Sigma Nu and Todd Hall; Division B - SAE, Theta Chi, Alli, Phi
Delt, K-Sig, and Hooper B.

•

•

simonson a winner
by ty morris
UPS Logger football has gotten off to a great start this year, and for the
next few weeks we will take an in-depth look at the Paul Wallrof coaching
staff starting with the assistants and ending with a look at the head coach
himself.
Ron Simonson, defensive secondary and specialty coach at UPS, is by all
true def initions-a player's coach.
Coach Simonson is beginning his third season on Paul Wallrof's fine staff.
Prior to coming to UPS, Simonson spent eight years coaching in Portland,
Oregon at Port Jackson High School and at Portland State, his Alma Mater
where he toiled as a defensive back and was co-captain in his playing days.
Ron Simonson views football and winning as a part of living. He is a
football educator, who believes mental preparation never ends and that
football is an extension of a truly well-rounded education.
and he's happy for their success, both on and off the field, here at UPS and

colleen the shots

after graduation. He makes it a point to know everyone on the team and it

"A man should be sports editor while a woman covers

Part of Simonson's personality is that he likes his players, regulars or nots,

by colleen mc kay

shows in his coaching. He's a great motivator. He believes a good sound

things like women's intramurals and other women's

contact they had ever had with a sports writer from the
TRAIL. It seemed that as far as the coaches were

defense will win with consistency and also in the confidence the offense builds

sports."

concerned, it didn't

each time out. No detail is too small as is shown in coach Simonson's belief

This comment came over the phone from a male (who

that specialty teams are at least one-third a part of the game, as the kicking

else!) who refused to leave his name. I know it isn't worth

game is vital to winning.

a reply, but I can't help but react, not only as a woman

Coaching at UPS with head coach Paul Wallrof, Simonson has enjoyed

but as the person who is sports editor.

matter if

the writer was a man,

woman or a dog as long as their sports received covei3ge
on the TRAIL sports pages.
Verification came

today. Athletic

director Doug

McArthur repeated a statement he made to me last year.

some of his fondest memories of football. He feels this year's schedule offers

I've never worried about being capable of handling

"You have had the most complete and best sports

the toughest competition the Loggers have faced in quite some time.

sports stories and I never felt I had to prove my sports

coverage I've ever seen at UPS since I've been here."

Competition throughout the whole season is so tough that the Loggers can't

knowledge. That's obvious by the fact that I have taken

Incidently, McArthur has been reading the TRAIL and its

afford to let up during any game.

sports section since he was a student at CPS from

Coach Simonson feels this year's secondary is potentially the best he's

the job. Actually, I've been more concerned about my
writing abilities.

coached here at Loggerville. Great intensity, dedication and leadership has

Now, suddenly, I have to ask myself, "Is a woman

Then, I posed my question to him. What a reply!

been shown in seniors Greg Mitchell, Frank O'Loughin and Gordy Elliot.

capable enough to be sports editor?" I asked an office

"There's no question that a woman can be sports editor"

Juniors Brent Heath and Larry Smith complement this attitude.

passerby and HE replied, "I think a woman can be

and he went on to say that women are on the verge of

anything she's capable of being." It still didn't answer my

becoming sports announcers with full-fledged rather than

Simonson is anticipating this week's game with cross town rival PLU as one
filled with emotional intensity. He's excited about the support being given to
the Loggers this year and hopes it will continue to grow as this game is very
important to the whole student body and the faculty.
"Johnny Cash", better known as Logger linebacker Ron Reeves, has great

exact question so I started to think back to last year.

1950-53.

token parts in the field. He also said there are women

As sports editor, I entered the domain of the athletic

sports editors all over the country and although some of

department-the Fieldhouse-and asked to talk to the

them do not do good jobs he has seen men sports editors
who do not do good jobs.
Finally, I made up my mind. Any person who has the

coaches. Their reactions? Cooperation!

respect and admiration for coach Ron Simonson and has this to say about the

Immediately after explaining who I was (sports editor)

coach, "You wonder why some guys win, and why some lose, yet some are

and what I wanted (information about their team for the

just winners and some are losers. Coach Ron Simonson is a DEFINITE
WINNER!"

TRAIL), the publicity hungry coaches gave me all the

Unless you consider a woman a "non-person", then a

information I wanted. They acted as if I was the first real

woman, as a person, is capable of being the sports editor.

desire and the ability is capable of being a sports editor.

BIG 6 FOREIGN AUTO REPAIR

AUSTIN
BMW

MG
MERCEDES

PEUGOT
PORCHE

OPEL
COLT

TRIUMPH

DATSUN

TOYOTA

FIAT
JAGUAR

V.W.
VOLVO
*Tune Up, Brake Service, All Major Work

*All Foreign Makes

*Credit Cards Accepted, including Mobil

*Complete Machine Shop Service

759-3541
FREE RIDE BACK TO CAMPUS

Close to UPS

6TH & PROCTOR

All work guaranteed

OIL
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toward a meatless diet
The Urban Studies, Comparative Sociologies and
Political Science Departments, along with a Christian
group, Bread For the World, are sponsoring a free showing
of "Diet for a Small Planet", at 7:30 pm, Oct. 1, Mc1
room 206.
The 28-minute film is based on Frances Moore Lappe's
best-selling book. A variety of meatless dishes will be
available for sampling after the film. The film discusses
complementary foods to make delicious protein-rich meals
without heavy use of meats.

professor wins primary
Dr. Charles P. Frank, a UPS Associate Professor of
English, survived the primary and will be an active
candidate for the office of Tacoma Port Commissioner in
the November 10 general election.

poetry prize available

Friday, Sept. 26

There is a $1,500 first prize that the World of Poetry,
"Summer of '42", 6:30 & 9:00, Mc006

a newsletter for Poets, is offering for the best poem of

Christian Fellowship, 7:00-9:00, Chapel

any style and of any subject. There are 49 other cash or
merchandise awards (second place is $500)! Rules and

Saturday, Sept. 27
"Up With People" concert in the Fieldhouse, $2.00 tickets in
AS3 office or Bookstore.
"Summer of '42", 6:30 & 9:00, Mc006

entry forms can be obtained by writing to. World of
Poetry, 801 Portola Dr., Dept 211, San Francisco
California 94127. The contest closses Nov. 30, 1975.

fellowships offered

Soccer, UPS at Seattle U., 7:00 pm

Graduate and Postdoctoral Energy-Related

Football game, UPS vs. PLU, Baker Stadium, 1:30

Fellowships are being offered by the National Science
Foundation.
Sunday, Sept. 28

Applicants must meet a number of qualifications. The

Guitar Mass, 6pm, Chapel
Japanese Art Show in Kittredge Hall ends

awards will be announced on March 15, 1976. The
application deadline is December 1, 1975. More
information may be obtained from the Fellowship Office,
National Research Council, 2101 Constitution Avenue,

Monday, Sept. 29

Washington D.C. 20418.

Faculty Senate, 4pm
Tacoma Town Hall lecture
"The Middle East Volcano", Tacoma Town Hall Series, 11:00 am, Tacoma Elks Club,

new heads named

German Conversation, 7:00 pm, Hammond House, 1128 N Lawrence
Bookstore print and poster sale

With the opening days of school comes the annual
department reshuffling as a batch of recently received
press releases shows.
Bill Dale Colby has been named chairman of the art

Tuesday. Sept. 30

department. Colby, a graduate of the University of

Agape Fellowship, 7pm, Room 1, SUB

Denver and the University of Illinois, is widely noted for

Student Senate, 5:15, Mc106
French Conservation, 4:00 pm, Ofelt House, 1202 N Lawrence

his wooden block prints and etchings that have been

Intersection, 7:00-8:30, Chapel

shown in galleries throughout the country.
A University of Michigan graduate, Jean Cooper, has

Wednesday, Oct. 1
Spanish Conversation, 7:00 pm, Hammond House, 1128 N Lawrence
Soccer at Thursday, Oct. 2

been named director of alumni affairs. Cooper received
her teacher certification from UPS in 1962. She was a
Curtis High School English teacher, a president of the
Tacoma Area Englisn Council, a workshop leader with the

Christian Science Org., 6:00 pm, Chapel

Tacoma Area Literary Council, a volunteer instructor for
the Family Planning Clinic and is a board member of the
Children's Industrial Home and co-chairman of the

Thursday, Oct. 2

Committee for Art in the Park. Her youngest son is a

Christian Science Organization, 600pm, Kilworth Chapel

1972 UPS graduate.
Ralph Corkrum, a Washington State University
graduate, has been named chairman of the English
department. Corkrum is a member of Phi Beta Kappa, Phi

Friday, Oct. 3
Last day to drop classes W/O record

Eta Sigma, the National Council of Teachers of English

Christian Fellowship, 7:00 pm, Chapel

and has taught in Finland under a Fulbright grant.
Dr. Edward J. Herbert has been named biology

Student Recital, Recital Hall, 8:15

department chairman. A Cornell College and State
University of Iowa graduate, Herbert has been a UPS
a member of the

faculty member since 1966 and is

American Association for the Advancement of Science
and the Society of Electron Microscopists.

scholarships listed
A list of sources for unclaimed scholarships, grants,

the dutch connection
UPS's exchange program with the Dutch School for
International Business, Nijenrode, is in its 10th year.
Ten UPS juniors are currently attending the
Netherlands school. Courses for the American students,

aids and fellowships may be purchased from "Unclaimed
Scholarships", 369 Allen Avenue, Portland, Maine 04103,
for $12.95. The list is current up to Sept. 5, 1975.

ski movie playing

from five different American universities, are taught in

Ski Freaks! There's a new film out playing Sept. 30

English. Besides an academic program for which full
credit is given the students have the advantage of

and Oct. 2 at the Seattle Opera house (it's in that little

first-hand experience with businesses in several European

with musical score and it's called "There Comes a Time"

countries. Travelling periods are part of the curriculum as
well as actual work experience. The school is located in a
castle. Additional buildings are situated on the grounds
within the old walls and moats.
A few courses are International Trade and Trade
Policy, Economic Policy in Europe, European
Integration and East-West Relations. The school is the
only undergraduate residential school on the European
continent.
A recruiting session for interested students will be held
in Mcl, Battin Lounge, at 3 pm Wednesday, Oct. 1

village just north of us). It's a 90 minute film complete

D
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